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The epso AdminisTrATor 
exAm TesT Types
The table below summarises the test types found in the pre-selection phase 
of EPSO AD exams. This workbook contains explanations, useful tips and tricks 
for the test types indicated in the table below. 

The tests listed below, question quantities stated and allocated time limits are 
based on the EPSO Administrator Generalist (AD5) competition. Since this is 
the largest annual EPSO competition released we have used this as our basis. 
Please note that other EPSO Administrator competitions my not include the 
Situational Judgment Test, plus the question quantities and time limits may 
vary depending on the specifics of the competition. Always, refer to the com-
petition’s official Notice of Competition for correct details.

p. 10-11p. 8-9p. 3-5 p. 6-7

TesT Type lAnguAge numBer oF 
QuesTions Time limiT

ABsTrACT reAsoning lAnguAge 1 20 20 minuTes

numeriCAl reAsoning lAnguAge 1 10 20 minuTes

VerBAl reAsoning lAnguAge 1 10 18 minuTes

siTuATionAl JudgmenT TesT lAnguAge 2 20 30 minuTes

©2018 EU TRAININGwww.eutraining.eu
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ABsTrACT
reAsoning

rule 1: If a horIzontal unshaded arrow poInts to a 
cIrcle, It wIll be shaded In the followIng step. n

As you can see this rule is extremely simple. The difficulty comes from the fact that 
the effects of the arrows in the middle CAn Be seen in The Following Turn – so if 
you are dead set on finding this rule by looking on a single square at a time, you will have a 
hard time here.

?

In the Administrator (AD) edition of our methodology workbooks we will take 
a look at a typical “old school” abstract reasoning item, in the sense that it only 
uses very simple shapes and - on their own - very straightforward rules, but in 
a way that is designed to confuse you.

let’s start!

A                        B                        C                    D              E                 
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Follow the path of a colored line to see how the arrow affects the circles.

rule 2: If an arrow Is poIntIng downwards, both cIrcles 
wIll be shaded In the gIven row In the follow-
Ing turn, whIle If It’s poIntIng upwards, neIther of 
them wIll be.

The second rule adds another layer of difficulty to the question – but essenTiAlly is The 
sAme As The preVious one; the arrow shows which circle gets shaded the following 
turn.

What this rule tries to accomplish is to confuse you by adding a new ruleset to the opera-
tors. Operators are elements which affect other items (or other operators) in the exercise 
some way or another. You can only pay attention to so many operators at any given time, 
and these tests are designed to overload you with information. If you lose your cool, you 
won’t be able to solve this item in time.

This is why it’s crucial to only juggle a limited number of operators in your head at once. If 
you let the whole test wash over you, you won’t be able to find rules, patterns or distil the 
necessary information required to get on top of things.

How can you stay on top of the test and govern what enters your head and what doesn’t? 
Simple – by isolating groups of shapes (see the sssp rule from Volume #1 of the AST 
edition of our workbook series (link: http://www.eutraining.eu/e_books), finding the 
operators and comparing these two. The trick is to only compare two elements at the 
same time (that is, one operator and one group of shapes which the operator affects).

See how easier your task becomes by concentrating on a limited number of elements at once?

?

©2018 EU TRAININGwww.eutraining.eu

This rule illustrates why it’s extremely important to look at the series as a whole and not 
individual, self-contained items after one another. Always keep this in mind: an abstract 
reasoning item represenTs A series – you always have to find rules between The 
sQuAres and not in them. 
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As you can see, I have chosen the circles at the top to be my group of shapes and decided 
to make the arrows in the top middle my operator. By concentrating only on these two 
elements through the series, my chances of finding the first two rules increase 
exponentially.

rule 3: If an arrow Is shaded, Its effect Is the opposIte 
of the default effect descrIbed above. In the 
case of horIzontal arrows, thIs means that the 
cIrcle ‘behInd’ the arrow wIll become shaded.

At this point, the item reaches its maximum difficulty by introducing a rule that’s based on 
the previous ones. This is where the necessity of isolating shape groups (sssp rule) and 
finding operators (see rule 2 above) comes really into play.

Without realising that the arrows affect the circles and that for each arrow there is a pair of 
circles – you would probably never find this rule. You have to understand what effects the 
arrows have on the circles before you can even think about reversing them!

Normal effect of the arrow Reverse effect of the arrow

As you can see, once you isolate the operators and understand how and when they affect 
the non-operator shapes in the series, your job is pretty much finished. 

In the AST edition of the workbook, we’ve seen a method of finding the different elements 
of a test item. In this edition, we went further than that – we’ve learnt how to find rules by 
looking at The relATionships BeTween operATors And non-operATors.

Needless to say, this is much easier said than done, but it can be learnt and with enough 
practice – it can become second nature.

Until next time, I wish you all the best with your practice!

support@support.eutraining.eu
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numeriCAl
reAsoning

in The uK The weTlAnds And woodlAnds Form 12.6% oF 
All proTeCTed lAnd. whAT proporTion oF The CounTry 
is proTeCTed?

In numerical reasoning tests, there are always three distinct stages to success-
fully solving a test: interpret the data given, figure out how to calculate the 
answer to the question (reasoning) and then perform the calculations. Let’s 
see how these three stages come into play in this test.

CounTry ToTAl AreA
(km²x 1000)

proTeCTed 
weTlAnds 
(ha x 1000)

proTeCTed 
woodlAnds 

(ha x 1000)

spending 
on proTeCTion 

(€ millions)

CRoATIA 56.6 22.1 112.8 5.8

GERmANy 357.1 171.2 752.9 349.2

IRElANd 70.3 130.7 4.3 8.7

NoRwAy 323.8 10.7 1940.8 12.6

UK 242.9 409.1 170.2 215.9

1 km²= 100 hectares

A. 12.6% B. 18.9% C. 7.2% d. 25.1% e. 14.9%

©2018 EU TRAININGwww.eutraining.eu
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dATA inTerpreTATion
From the table provided, we will need to use data regarding the area of wetlands and 
woodlands in the UK and the information in the column headings that tell us that this data 
is in thousands of hectares. We also need the total area for the UK which is in thousands of 
square kilometres and the information in the question which tells us the proportion of all 
protected land that is wetland or woodland. Finally, we need the information in the foot-
note which tells us the relationship between hectares and square kilometres. All other data 
are irrelevant.

reAsoning
We need to calculate the total area of wetland and woodland and hence the total protected 
land. We can then calculate the proportion of the country’s total area that is protected.

CAlCulATion

poTenTiAl shorTCuTs / piTFAlls
There are two main difficulties with this problem. The first is the data gathering and analysis. Hav-
ing read the question you need to assess the data given and isolate those bits that you need. This 
is quite normal but having selected the three items of data in the data table that are relevant you 
must also notice the mismatch in data magnitudes (km2 vs ha) which is in the column headings. 
You must also isolate the relationship between these in the table footnote and gather further infor-
mation from the question itself.

The other problem here is one of mismatching data items. It doesn’t matter when you convert or 
which data you convert to the other form provided you are consistent. Ironically, if you perform no 
conversions at all and omit the ‘multiply by 100 to make it a percentage’ at the end you will get the 
right answer as everything cancels out. It would be rather confusing though. Make sure you keep a 
close eye on the differing data magnitudes.

First, we need to calculate the amount of area that is either wetland or woodland which is 
simply the sum of the two:

409.1 + 170.2 = 579.3

This is 12.6% of the total protected area and so we divide by 12.6% to calculate the total:
579.3 / 0.126 = 4597.6

This is the total protected area in hectares (thousand) and we are told there are 100 hec-
tares in a square kilometre so to convert we need to divide by 100:

4597.6 / 100 = 45.976

Finally we need to calculate the percentage of the area of the country by dividing by the 
total area and multiplying by 100 to make it a percentage:

45.976 / 242.9 = 18.9%
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VerBAl
reAsoning

A team of  researchers has already broken 
new engineering ground with the develop-
ment of  soft, silicone-based robots inspired 
by creatures like starfish and squid. Now, 
they’re working to give those robots the 
ability to disguise themselves. Researchers 
have developed a system – again, inspired 
by nature – that allows the soft robots to 
either camouflage themselves against a 
background, or to make bold colour displays. 
Such a “dynamic colouration” system could 
one day have a host of  uses, ranging from 

helping doctors plan complex surgeries to 
acting as a visual marker to help search crews 
following a disaster. Just as with the soft 
robots, the “colour layers” used in the 
camouflage start as moulds created using 3D 
printers. Silicone is then poured into the 
moulds to create micro-channels, which are 
topped with another layer of  silicone. The 
layers can be created as a separate sheet that 
sits atop the soft robots, or incorporated 
directly into their structure. 

(Source: Science Daily)

whiCh oF The Following sTATemenTs is CorreCT?

researchers have already tested the soft robot camouflage as 
a way to help doctors plan complicated surgeries.

A

soft robots with dynamic colouration could help with disaster 
cleanup by indicating where toxic chemicals are located.

B

researchers create the robot camouflage using 3d printers, 
moulds, micro-channels, and layers of silicone.

C

The robot camouflage is created using colour layers that must 
be integrated into the structure of the robots.

C

In verbal reasoning, the four statements that you need to 
evaluate after having read the text passage always, always 
fall into one of three categories.

©2018 EU TRAININGwww.eutraining.eu
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leT’s see how we CAn eVAluATe The sTATemenTs in This TesT.

opTion A CAnnoT Be deduCed or disproVed from the information contained in the 
passage. While the passage states that “Such a “dynamic colouration” system could one day 
have a host of uses, [including] helping doctors plan complex surgeries,” whether research-
ers have already tested the soft robot camouflage for this use can be neither deduced nor 
disproved from the information provided.

opTion B CAnnoT Be deduCed or disproVed from the information contained in the 
passage. While the passage states that the dynamic colouration system of the soft ro-
bots could one day function “as a visual marker to help search crews following a disaster,” 
whether soft robots with dynamic colouration could help with disaster clean-up by indi-
cating where toxic chemicals are located can be neither deduced nor disproved from the 
information provided.

opTion C is patently True. The passage clearly states that “the “colour layers” used in 
the camouflage start as moulds created using 3D printers. Silicone is then poured into the 
moulds to create micro-channels, which are topped with another layer of silicone. The lay-
ers can be created as a separate sheet that sits atop the soft robots, or incorporated directly 
into their structure.” 

opTion d is patently FAlse. While the passage states that the camouflage layers can be 
incorporated directly into the structure of the robots, it also states that they can be created 
as a separate sheet that sits on top of the robots.

True   FAlse   CAnnoT sAy
True, or correct, statements are statements that you can prove to be correct based on 
information gathered from the text passage. This is the statement that you need to find and 
pick as the correct answer.

False, or incorrect statements are statements that you can prove to be false based on 
information gathered from the text passage. In other words, the statement is in 
contradiction with the passage.

What else is there, you might ask? Well, the third category is the so called insufficient 
information statement, or a statement about which you cannot say if it is true or false. 
From a scoring  perspective, these are of course also incorrect answers, but they are very 
important to be aware of. This is because they are sometimes very easy to confuse with true 
statements in that they  often feel true or you even know them to be true – but remember: 
you have to prove a statement to be correct based on information in the text only.
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siTuATionAl 
JudgemenT 
TesTs

You are working on a fairly mechanic task involving dozens of Excel sheets with very tight 
deadlines and high workloads. However, you feel that through putting in extra effort you 
have managed to get on top of the work and believe it is now just possible to deliver the 
objectives asked for. Then unexpectedly, your Superior makes an urgent request that, whilst 
not impossible to fulfil, will mean your previous hard efforts on the project will have been 
negated. 

piCK The mosT And leAsT eFFeCTiVe Answer. 

explain the situation to your superior and ask if 
they could delegate the task to someone else.

A

Complete the request from your superior and 
then return to working on the original project, 
putting in extra effort as required.

B

explain the situation to your superior and ask 
them which should take priority for being ful-
filled on time: the project or the urgent request.

C

explain to your superior how frustrating this 
would be for you and therefore on this occasion 
you will need to decline getting involved.

d

siTuATionAl JudgemenT TesTs Are QuiTe diFFerenT From All The oTher TesTs you 
will enCounTer AT An epso AdminisTrATor pre-seleCTion exAm. 

First of all, There is no single CorreCT Answer –the four courses of action described in 
the answer represent different degrees of effectiveness in the given situation. Moreover, you don’t 
simply have to mark the best option – you must think about the worst option as well.

second, The opTion inTended As BesT By epso is noT The oBJeCTiVely BesT opTion 
– in a different organisation with different values and priorities, another option might have been 
best.

Third, iT meAsures so-CAlled BehAViourAl CompeTenCies: basically, your compatibility 
with the tasks and responsibilities at an EU institution – see the competencies measured on the 
next page.

mosT 
effective

leAsT
effective

©2018 EU TRAININGwww.eutraining.eu
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CompeTenCies 
meAsured

iT is Also imporTAnT to note that epso is Curious ABouT whAT you would do in the 
given situation.

So, is There A wAy to improVe your ChAnCes of giving the expected answers in this test?

Let me give you a couple of pointers.

rESILIENCE

WOrKING WITH OTHErS

1. First of all, think about what you would do in the given situation – that’s the 
basis of the entire exercise.

2. next, consider what the test might actually be ’testing’: is it organising skills, 
an ability to manage stress, or perhaps analysis and problem solving skills? This is 
a crucial step and involves reading the answer options as well, because the same 
situation might measure different thing, depending on what the options offered are.

3. Also try to think about the eu as an institution and as an emplyer when 
evaluating the answers. The thing that would earn you respect and admiration at 
Google might not work at all in the public sector.

4. dirTy TriCK: let me give you a tip that works many times. Try to imagine the 
worst thing that could happen when following each course of action. The one 
that results in the least catastrophic outcome is often the intended most 
effective option.

ANALYSIS AND  PrOBLEM-SOLVING

DELIVErING qUALITY AND rESULTS

PrIOrITISING AND OrGANISING
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our reCommended 
prACTiCe TesT pACKAges

QUESTIoNS PRICES

AdminisTrATor BAsiC
Verbal reasoning: 100, 
Numerical reasoning: 100, 
Abstract reasoning: 100,
SJT: 1 Full Test

€ 47,00

AdminisTrATor pro
Verbal reasoning: 320, 
Numerical reasoning: 320, 
Abstract reasoning: 320,
SJT: 5 Full Tests

€ 147,00

AdminisTrATor Full
Verbal reasoning: 600, 
Numerical reasoning: 600, 
Abstract reasoning: 600,
SJT: 10 Full Tests

€ 237,00

specialist Competitions
Unique question packages created for special  
EPSO competitions. Check the “Products” section of the  
EU Training website for current offerings.

our reCommended weBinArs PRICES

mAThs reFresher For numeriCAl reAsoning € 60,00

Beginner’s guide To The epso VerBAl reAsoning TesT FREE

pro Tips For The epso VerBAl reAsoning TesT € 85,00

Beginner’s guide To The epso numeriCAl reAsoning TesT FREE

pro Tips For The epso numeriCAl reAsoning TesT € 85,00

Beginner’s guide To The epso ABsTrACT reAsoning TesT FREE

pro Tips For The epso ABsTrACT reAsoning TesT € 85,00

Beginner’s guide To The epso siTuATionAl JudgemenT TesT FREE

pro Tips For The epso siTuATionAl JudgemenT TesT € 85,00

…And A whole loT more!

looKing For more resourCes
For your prepArATion?

our

VerBAl reAsoning TesT  
available in 16 languages! 
English (EN), French (FR), Greek (El), Spanish (ES), Italian (IT), Romanian (Ro), German (dE), 
Bulgarian (BG), Croatian (HR), Hungarian (HU), dutch (Nl), Polish (Pl), Portuguese (PT), 
Czech (CS), danish (dA) and Slovak (SK).


